
Rockland’s DB Demolition Bucket looks 
tough, and it is tough!

When you need a tough bucket for demolition work; when 
you need to dig, load, carry and doze,  the Rockland DB 

Demolition Bucket is the ideal choice.  This is much more than 
a modifi ed multi-purpose bucket–it is designed specifi cally for 
demolition work.

These super tough buckets push over walls, grip and carry material 
using the clamp, load debris, and can be used with the clamp in 
the closed position to doze for leveling.  DB Demolition Buckets 
and the heavy-duty clamps are made from high-strength alloy 
steel.  Another standard feature is the extended spillplate.  This 
helps protect the machine by keeping debris off the machine.  The 
spillplate is  slotted for improved operator visibility.

The moldboard is reinforced with heavy-duty box sections.  
Hydraulic cylinders are completely protected for years of 
dependable service.  They are equipped with special heat-treated, 
extra hard, chrome plated rods and high pressure seals.

These super rugged demolition buckets are designed to take the 
abuse and go the distance in severe service demolition work day 
after day, month after month, year after year.  Heavy and tough, 
DB Demolition Buckets are built specifi cally for demolition work 
or general contracting.

Bolt-on cutting edges and replaceable end bits are standard.  DB 
Demolition Buckets can be equipped with the teeth of your choice.

DB DEMOLITION BUCKETS
ROUGH, TOUGH AND BUILT TO LAST

ROCKLAND



DESIGNED FOR DEMOLITION

All Rockland DB Demolition Buckets mount in place of the bucket using factory pins or specifi ed coupler brackets.  The 
loader must be equipped with a three-spool valve and boom arm piping.  DB Buckets come complete with jumper hoses 

SPECIFICATIONS

INSTALLATION INFORMATION

Rockland DB Demolition Buckets 
are equipped with first class 
hydraulics. High pressure cylinders 
and special heat-treated, hard 
chrome plated rods deliver years 
of dependable service. 

The hydraulic cylinders are 
enclosed to completely protect 
them from any debris that may 
spill over the clamp.

DB Buckets and clamps are built 
from high strength, heat-treated 
alloy steels–they are built to last 
in the Rockland tradition.

Category 30 40 40 50

Capacity (Yd3) 2 
1.53

2.5
1.91

2.75
2.10

3
2.29

Width (“) 106
2692

108
2743

116
2946

120
3048

Weight (lbs.) 5900
2676

6870
3116

7355
3336

7845
3558

Category 50 60 70 80

Capacity (Yd3) 4
3.06

4
3.06

5
3.82

7
5.35

Width (“) 120
3048

126
3200

136
3454

149
3785

Weight (lbs.) 9030
4096

10215
4634

10800
4899

11090
5030

Specifi cations subject to change without notice.(mm/kg)

Rockland DB Demolition Buckets 
are guaranteed against failure due 
to defective design, workmanship 
or materials for a period of one 
year or 2,000 hours.

WARRANTY
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